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GRADUATE CEREMONY | FRIDAY, MAY 19, 2017
WELCOME

PRESIDENT HARVEY G. STENGER, THE BINGHAMTON UNIVERSITY COUNCIL, FACULTY, ALUMNI AND STUDENTS OF BINGHAMTON UNIVERSITY, STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, ARE HONORED BY YOUR PRESENCE AT TODAY’S CEREMONY.
MESSAGE FROM THE UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT

Graduates, parents and special guests: Commencement is the highlight of the academic year, for the students we are honoring, especially, but also for the faculty and staff who have helped our students achieve so much. Our graduates now look to the next stage in their lives, with new careers and new relationships ahead. All of us at Binghamton are proud of their many achievements, confident that their experiences will allow them to attain their full potential.

Of course, they approach today’s ceremony with both great happiness and a touch of nervousness. They are leaving the familiar rituals of coursework and study to begin the challenging and rewarding work of applying their talents “in the real world.” Whatever the future holds for our graduates, they leave Binghamton with a strong foundation for success.

I know this because I’ve already seen the many ways that Binghamton students impact their communities and the world. Their academic achievements have brought acclaim to the University as a place where students learn by doing — winning prestigious casework competitions and grants, already publishing papers as accomplished scientists and scholars, and bettering their communities through hands-on internships and practicums.

Outside the classroom, they have embraced their responsibilities as active members of the community. They’ve raised funds to combat deadly disease, provided food for the hungry, taught younger students in local schools and even foregone the pleasures of spring break to assist families in need. Their actions and achievements are inspiring, and set a high bar for the classes that will follow.

Our graduates have learned the practical, technical and professional skills that will enable success throughout their careers. But most important, Binghamton University has provided the foundation in the liberal arts and applied fields of study that gives our students the understanding and perspectives they need to address the challenges of the coming decades.

While our focus is on our students, we also understand that Commencement is a shared celebration. It recognizes not only the talents and perseverance of our graduates, but also the dedication and commitment of the outstanding faculty who helped them learn, and the support and guidance of families and friends. I hope that everyone here today will find special meaning in these ceremonies, and we thank them for all they have done for our students.

It has been a pleasure to witness the achievements of the Class of 2017. Graduates, thank you for choosing Binghamton University. I am pleased and proud to celebrate with you today, certain that you are well prepared for the future and that your accomplishments will be significant.

Sincerely,

Harvey G. Stenger
President
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Congratulations to you, the amazing Class of 2017! Among the many gifts you’ll receive, allow me to add one that has tremendous value and will be with you for your entire life — automatic membership in the Binghamton University Alumni Association. This privilege is not to be underestimated, and with your participation, it can provide you with concrete social and professional benefits.

One of the most valuable benefits is your membership in a powerful alumni network that now exceeds 127,000 graduates. We have alumni in every state and in more than 100 countries. We bring alumni together throughout the year through events no matter where you live. There are several chapters throughout the country and if you want to start one in your city, just let us know.

Regardless of where you live, you can always find Binghamton graduates online. I strongly encourage you to immediately engage with this vast network through our Facebook page, LinkedIn groups and other social media properties, and be sure that your information is always up-to-date in our online directory B-Connected. These are all available through binghamton.edu/alumni. Find us and help us find you.

For those of you in the Metro New York region, join us in a few weeks at a special welcome event for the Class of 2017; look for an email invitation with the date, location and details. Come back to campus this Oct. 6–8 for Homecoming and, when you do, be sure to visit your Alumni Center, located right in the heart of campus!

As you move on and become successful in the next chapter in your life, I hope you’ll think about the generations of Binghamton students that will follow, and consider ways to connect with them. The Alumni Association can help you pay it forward in many different ways, depending on your interest and available time.

Until then, I wish you all the best, and look forward to being in touch! #BingPride

Warmest regards,

Gary Kibel ’90, MBA ’92
HONORARY DEGREES

Binghamton University, in addition to awarding baccalaureate, master’s and doctoral degrees for work completed at the University, looks outside itself to identify individuals who, by their accomplishments, represent what the University values and strives to instill in its graduates. It may be scholarly attainment, it may be artistic excellence, it may be a life of outstanding service. These are exceptional individuals in all fields of endeavor who serve as role models and inspirations for students and faculty alike. It is for these reasons that Binghamton University recognizes them with an honorary degree from the State University of New York: Doctor of Fine Arts, Doctor of Humane Letters, Doctor of Laws, Doctor of Letters or Doctor of Science. In doing so, the University not only celebrates their achievements, but also claims them proudly as having a special relationship with Binghamton University.

HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENTS

Nathan Englander
DOCTOR OF LETTERS

Nathan Englander ’91, distinguished writer-in-residence at New York University, is an award-winning author, playwright and translator. He earned his bachelor’s degree from Binghamton University in 1991, attended Hebrew University in Jerusalem, then returned to the United States where he earned his MFA in fiction from the University of Iowa.

Englander’s first book, *For the Relief of Unbearable Urges*, won the PEN/Faulkner Malamud Award and the Sue Kaufman Prize for First Fiction from the American Academy of Arts and Letters.

His second book was a novel, *The Ministry of Special Cases*, and his third book – *What We Talk About When We Talk About Anne Frank* – was a 2013 Pulitzer Prize finalist, and won the 2012 Frank O’Connor International Short Story Award.

His 2012 original translation, the *New American Haggadah*, edited by Jonathan Safran Foer, recounts the story of Exodus, and he co-translated Etgar Keret’s *Suddenly a Knock at the Door*.

His work has been featured in *The Best American Short Stories*, *The O. Henry Prize Anthology* and *The Pushcart Prize*, and *The New Yorker* selected him as one of the “20 Writers for the 21st Century.”

He won the Bard Fiction Prize, a Guggenheim Fellowship in Fiction, was a Dorothy & Lewis B. Cullman Center for Scholars and Writers Fellow, and has been a fellow at The American Academy of Berlin.

Sergio Rapu Haoa  
**DOCTOR OF HUMANE LETTERS**

Sergio Rapu Haoa, archaeologist and consultant for Pacific cultures, has helped transform Easter Island — Rapa Nui, Chile — from an isolated and impoverished village to a globally connected community and tourist destination, while contributing to its long-term cultural, ecological and economic sustainability.

He holds a teaching degree from the Escuela Normal Abelardo Nunez in Chile, a museology degree from the University of Chile, a bachelor's degree in anthropology from the University of Wyoming and a master's degree in archaeology and Pacific studies from the University of Hawaii.

As curator/director of Easter Island’s Padre Sebastian Englert Anthropology Museum for decades, he vastly expanded its size and scope. The museum now has 12 staff, runs an archaeological and living conservation program, and hosts literary and cultural events.

As an archaeologist, he made major contributions to the understanding of moai – the massive monolithic human statues with large heads that Easter Island is famous for – and the ahu (platforms) on which they stand.

He heads the Institute for Polynesian Studies at Hawaii's Brigham Young University and is a Rotary World Peace Scholar at the University of California, Berkeley.

Since 2000, he has been colleagues with Binghamton University Professor Carl Lipo, collaborating on excavations establishing the island's chronology and upending assumptions about its history. He co-authored, with Lipo and Terry Hunt, dean and professor from the University of Oregon, a 2013 paper published in the *Journal of Archaeological Science* (“The Walking Statues of Rapa Nui”).

Geraldine Knoll MacDonald  
**DOCTOR OF LETTERS**

Geraldine Knoll MacDonald ’68, MS ’73, managing partner at GMacDonald Consulting, is a pioneer in the field of internet communications.

She earned her bachelor's degree in psychology from Binghamton University, and her master's from the School of Advanced Technology – the precursor to the Thomas J. Watson School of Engineering and Applied Science.

In the 1980s, she led the development of Binghamton University’s computing infrastructure from mainframe computers to minicomputers to personal computers. She also served as acting vice president for administration for a year.

MacDonald left the University for America Online (AOL), rising to senior vice president for Global Access Networks, operating the world’s largest dial-up network and an internet protocol backbone for broadband traffic that supported, at its peak, over 73 million daily worldwide connected sessions totaling over 37 million hours. She retired from AOL in 2005.
MacDonald established the Jack Knoll Scholarship for Women in Computer Science and Engineering, the MacDonald Family Prize in Senior Design and the Knoll-MacDonald Commons in the Engineering Building. She was a member of the Lead Gifts Solicitation Team for Binghamton University’s first-ever comprehensive gifts campaign and a director of the Binghamton University Foundation.

She has received the Thomas J. Watson School of Engineering Founders Award, the Glenn G. Bartle Distinguished Alumni Award, was named one of the “25 Top Unsung Heroes on the Net” by Inter@ctive Week in 2000 and was featured in the book, *Cool Careers for Girls in Computers*.

**Tony Kornheiser**

**DOCTOR OF LETTERS**

Anthony “Tony” Kornheiser ‘70, sports writer, broadcaster and television personality, graduated from Binghamton University with a bachelor’s degree in English. He began his career as a journalist at Binghamton, writing for the student newspaper and working at the student radio station, WHRW. During his career, he has written for *Newsday*, *The New York Times* and *The Washington Post*. Known for his irreverent style, he was a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize for Commentary in 1997.

Widely known for his work in radio and television, he has hosted *The Tony Kornheiser Show* on radio in various forms since 1992, co-hosted *Pardon the Interruption* on ESPN since 2001 and served as an analyst for ESPN’s *Monday Night Football* from 2006–’08.

Kornheiser has won numerous awards, including a Sports Emmy for Outstanding Studio Show-Daily for *Pardon the Interruption*. He was also ranked No. 1 of America’s Top 20 Local Sports Midday Shows for 2015 by Barrett Sports Media. He has published four books and contributed to popular magazines including *Sports Illustrated*, *Esquire* and *ESPN Magazine*.

A member of the Binghamton University Foundation Board and a regular philanthropic contributor to the student newspaper (*Pipe Dream*), Kornheiser established the Tony Kornheiser Newspaper Scholarship that is awarded to a student who volunteers for *Pipe Dream*. He has also contributed to the University’s annual fund in support of Harpur College, the Anderson Center for the Performing Arts, Athletics, as well as the Memorial Courtyard endowment.
GRADUATE CEREMONY

FRIDAY, MAY 19, 3:30 P.M.

PRELUDE
“A Jubilant Overture,” Alfred Reed
“As Summer Was Just Beginning,” Larry D. Daehn
“March” from First Suite in E-Flat, Gustav Holt

University Wind Symphony
Daniel Fabriicus, Conductor

PROCESSIONAL
“Pomp and Circumstance,” Theme from “March No. 1,” Edward Elgar, arr. Clare Grundman

GRAND MARSHAL
Fernando Guzman, Professor, Mathematical Sciences, Chair, Faculty Senate

SCHOOL MARSHALS

Graduate School
Sarah S. Lam, Associate Dean, Associate Professor, Systems Science and Industrial Engineering
Lauren Brown, English, General Literature and Rhetoric

Harpur College of Arts and Sciences
Florenz Plassmann, Associate Dean, Professor, Economics
Bryan A. Delgado, Romance Languages

School of Management
George Bobinski, Associate Dean
Jennifer Lore Bochicchio, Accounting

Thomas J. Watson School of Engineering and Applied Science
John Bay, Associate Dean, Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Linda Adwan, Industrial and Systems Engineering
PIPERS
Broome County Celtic Pipes and Drums
Pipers lead in the faculty and platform party in tribute to Robert Harpur, an eminent colonial New Yorker of Scottish heritage, whose name is linked with the historic roots of the University.

FACULTY MARSHALS WITH UNIVERSITY FACULTY
Surinder Kahai, Associate Professor, School of Management
Amber Doiron, Assistant Professor, Biomedical Engineering

PLATFORM PARTY
Harvey G. Stenger, President
Linda H. Biemer, PhD, Binghamton University Council
Laura R. Bronstein, Dean, College of Community and Public Affairs
James J. Broschart, MBA ’92, Vice President for Advancement
Terrence Deak, Dean, Harpur College of Arts and Sciences, Professor, Psychology
Upinder S. Dhillon, Dean, School of Management
Nathan Englander ’91, Honorary Degree Recipient
Kathryn Grant Madigan, Esq., Chair, Binghamton University Council
Valerie J. Hampton, Chief Diversity Officer
Sergio Rapu Haoa, Honorary Degree Recipient
Courtney Ignarri, Chair, Professional Staff Senate
Curtis Kendrick, Dean, University Libraries
Gary Kibel ’90, MBA ’92, Alumni Association President
Geraldine Knoll MacDonald ’68, MS ’73, Honorary Degree Recipient
Tony Kornheiser ’70, Honorary Degree Recipient
Dennis C. McCabe, Esq., Binghamton University Council
Michael F. McGoff ’70, MA ’74, PhD ’80, Senior Vice Provost and Chief Financial Officer
Gloria E. Meredith, Founding Dean, School of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences
Pamela A. Mischen, Platform Party Marshal, Associate Professor, Public Administration, Faculty Advisor to the President
JoAnn J. Navarro ’93, MBA ’02, Vice President for Operations
Donald G. Nieman, Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs
Mario R. Ortiz, Dean, Decker School of Nursing
Brian T. Rose, Vice President for Student Affairs
Plash Sachdeva, President, Graduate Student Organization
Ryan L. Sheppard ’16, Student Representative, Binghamton University Council
Krishnaswami Srihari, Dean, Thomas J. Watson School of Engineering and Applied Science, Executive Vice Provost for International Initiatives and Chief Global Affairs Officer, Distinguished Professor, Systems Science and Industrial Engineering
Susan Strehle, Vice Provost and Dean, Graduate School, Dean, Graduate School of Education, Distinguished Service Professor, English
ORDER OF EXERCISES

CEREMONY OPENING
Fernando Guzman, Grand Marshal

NATIONAL ANTHEM
“The Star Spangled Banner,” John Stafford Smith, arr. Daniel Fabricius
Vocal performance by Lauren Nash Silberstein

PRESIDENT’S WELCOME
Harvey G. Stenger

PROVOST’S WELCOME
Donald G. Nieman

DEAN’S WELCOME
Susan Strehle

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION WELCOME
Gary Kibel

INTRODUCTION OF HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENTS
President Stenger

Nathan Englander, Doctor of Letters
Sergio Rapu Haoa, Doctor of Humane Letters
Geraldine Knoll MacDonald, Doctor of Letters
Tony Kornheiser, Doctor of Letters

HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT REMARKS
Sergio Rau Haoa

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES FOR AND CONFERRING OF DOCTORAL DEGREES
Dean Strehle
President Stenger

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES FOR CERTIFICATES OF ADVANCED STUDIES AND CANDIDATES FOR MASTER’S DEGREES

Harpur College of Arts and Sciences
Terrence Deak
President Stenger

School of Management
Upinder S. Dhillon
President Stenger

Thomas J. Watson School of Engineering and Applied Science
Krishnaswami Srihari
President Stenger

CONFERRING OF CERTIFICATES OF ADVANCED STUDIES AND MASTER’S DEGREES
Provost Nieman
President Stenger

ALMA MATER
“In the Rolling Hills of Binghamton,” words by Xin Engel, music by David Engel ’86, arr. Daniel Fabricius (lyrics on back cover)
Vocal performance by Lauren Nash Silberstein

CEREMONY CLOSING
Grand Marshal Guzman

RECESSIONAL
“Flourish for Wind Band,” Ralph Vaughan Williams
“Coronation March” from Star Wars, John Williams, arr. James H. Burden
“Instant Concert,” Harold Walters
DISTINGUISHED DISSERTATION AWARDS

Graig Klein
“Terrorist’s Strategic Target Selection as a Mechanism for Political Mobilization”
Political Science: Prof. David H. Clark

Nicholas F. Quackenbush
“The Physics of Ultra-Thin Vanadium Dioxide: At the Surface, Interface and In-Between”
Physics: Prof. Louis F. Piper

Robert Wilson
“American Resonance: Soundscapes of the American Renaissance”
English: Prof. William V. Spanos

Dengyan Zhou
“The Language of “Photography” in China: A Genealogy of Conceptual Frames from Sheying to Xinwen Sheying and Sheying Yishu”
Art History: Prof. John T. Tagg
CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORAL DEGREES

Furat F. Afram**
“Effective use of Silicon Area in Out of Order Microprocessor”
*Computer Science: Prof. Kanad Ghose*

Shadi Mohammad Abdallah AlB’ool
“Patient Scheduling in Destination Medical Centers”
*Industrial and Systems Engineering: Prof. Mohammad T. Khasawneh*

Haneen B. Ali*
“The Design and Evaluation of a Novel Notification System to Improve Quality of Care in Nursing Homes”
*Industrial and Systems Engineering: Prof. Huiyang Li*

Husam A. Alissa*
“Chip to Chiller Energy-Reliability Aware Empirical and Numerical Analyses of the Integrated Data Center”
*Mechanical Engineering: Prof. Bahgat G. Sammakia*

Jason Eathan Allen
“Gin Lane: a novel”
*English: Prof. Jaimee Wriston Colbert*

Andrea Emilia Allio
“A Descriptive Analysis of the Influence of Gender, Ethnicity, and Advanced Placement Program Variables on Students’ Academic Motivation and Self-Efficacy Beliefs”
*Educational Theory and Practice: Prof. Pamela Sandoval*

Lubna F. Al-Nasser**
“Predictive Analytics System for Gas Detection and Concentration Estimation Using Gas Sensor Arrays”
*Industrial and Systems Engineering: Prof. Shuxia S. Lu*

Ryan James Asher
“The Most Important Meal: The National School Breakfast Program”
*History: Prof. Leigh Ann Wheeler*

Ketan S. Bahlulkar**
“Partitioning and Clustering in Distributed Systems”
*Computer Science: Prof. Dmitry V. Ponomarev*

Mohammad Bataineh
“Minimizing Travel Distance during Warehouse Order Picking Considering Congestion Effect”
*Industrial and Systems Engineering: Prof. Mohammad T. Khasawneh*

Tiffany Alicia Baugh-Helton
“‘We Didn’t Know We Were Making History’: The United Automobile Workers’ Women’s Auxiliaries in Great Depression and World War II Era Detroit”
*History: Prof. Leigh Ann Wheeler*

Airek M. Beauchamp*
“Sociohistoric Approaches to the Conventions and Parameters of Academic Disciplines: Case Studies of the Academic Identities of Dissertation Writers”
*English: Prof. Kelly A. Kinney*

Gamze Nazan Bedirhanoglu Balaban
*Sociology: Prof. Caglar Keyder*

Nan Bi**
“Empirical Likelihood for a Class of Semiparametric Regression Models”
*Mathematics: Prof. Anton Schick*

Matthew J. Birkhold**
*Sociology: Prof. William G. Martin*

Tayyebeh N. Borogerdi**
“Effects of Hospitalization and Bedrest on High-risk Pregnant Women and their Families”
*Nursing: Prof. Mary A. Swain*

Kristie Marie Bowers
“Examining the Moral Development of Emerging Adult Student-Athletes: The Connection to Engaged Leadership Practices”
*Community and Public Affairs: Prof. Nadine Mastroleo*

Steven Michael Boyer
“Harnessing Solar Energy: Vapor Phase Polymerized Poly (3, 4-ethylenedioxythiophene) for Solid State Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells and the Photodegradation of Organic Toxicants”
*Chemistry: Prof. Wayne E. Jones Jr.*

Lauren Michelle Brown
“Pocket Change: Sites of Resistance to American Exceptionalism in Contemporary Literature”
*English: Prof. Susan Strehle*

Pamela Olivia Brown
“Captured: Poetry & Prose of Compassion in Action”
*Philosophy, Interpretation and Culture: Prof. Joseph D. Weil*

Katie L. Burkhouse*
“Neural and Physiological Indices of Emotional Reactivity in Adolescent Depression”
*Clinical Psychology: Prof. Brandon E. Gibb*

Benjamin J. Bush**
“Studying the Evolution of Ideas at Multiple Spatio-Temporal Scales using Extended Evolutionary Computation”
*Systems Science: Prof. Hiroki Sayama*

Michael Joseph Cangemi
“To Forestall Extremism and Build and Authentic Peace”: Catholicism and U.S.-Guatemalan Relations, 1976-1985”
*History: Prof. Stephen Ortiz*

Diviani Chaudhuri**
“The House in South Asian Muslim Women’s Early Anglophone Life-Writing and Novels”
*Comparative Literature: Prof. Luiza F. Moreira*
Anting Chen
“Structural Modifications and Photophysical Studies of Fluorescent Conjugated Polymers for Solid State Sensor Development”
Chemistry: Prof. Wayne E. Jones Jr.

Minyoung Cheong
“Empowering Leadership: A Comprehensive Perspective and Tests with Multiple Methods and Studies”
Management: Prof. Francis J. Yammamino

Samwel Kipkogei Cheruiyot
Chemistry: Prof. Eriks Rozners

Hye Yun Chin**
“Great Britain’s Glory” and the Staging of Global Commerce: The Royal Exchange and Architectural Identity of Early Modern London”
Art History: Prof. Andrew R. Walkling

Tanya Chiykowski*
“Gendered Movement and Ceramic Change at Cerro De Trincheras, Sonora, Mexico”
Anthropology: Prof. Randall H. McGuire

Youngmim Chung
“Hydrothermal Synthesis and Characterization of Vanadyl Phosphate Based Cathode Materials for Lithium Ion Batteries”
Chemistry: Prof. M. Stanley Whittingham

Ozgur Cicek**
“Kurdish Cinema in Turkey: Imprisonment, Memory, and the Archive”
Philosophy, Interpretation and Culture: Prof. Monika Mehta

Rosemary Collier*
Nursing: Prof. Geraldine R. Britton

Mikhail Coloma
“Reverse Fluid Transport Due to Reflected Boundary Waves: A Mechanism for Perivascular Drainage in the Brain”
Mechanical Engineering, Prof. Paul Chiarot/ Prof. Peter Huang

Melissa M. Conti**
“Role of Monoamine Transporters in L-DOPA-induced Neurotransmission and Behavior in Hemi-Parkinsonian Rats”
Behavioral Neuroscience: Prof. Christopher R. Bishop

Stephanie C. Craig**
“Nitrogen Biogeochemistry in Binghamton, NY, a Medium-Sized Urban Ecosystem”
Biological Sciences: Prof. Weixing Zhu

Sudip Dahal*
“In Vitro Modeling of the Aortic Valve”
Biomedical Engineering: Prof. Gretchen J. Mahler

Julian Darragjati**
“The Deviant: A Novel”
English: Prof. Alexi Zentner

Brandon Davis-Shannon**
“Lost Luck: Recovering the Concept of Moral Luck from the Problem of Moral Luck”
Philosophy: Prof. Anna Gotlib

Jeremiah Michael Dederick
“Characterization of Silicon/Tin High Mass Contrast Thin Films”
Physics: Prof. Bruce E. White Jr.

Jie Deng
“Leadership in Education Abroad Office: A Case Study Based on the Interactional Framework of Leadership and the Transformational - Transactional Leadership Theory”
Educational Theory and Practice: Prof. Thomas O’Brien

Mary Frola Dickson
“Re-enactments of Ecofeminist Themes in Barbara Kingsolver’s ‘The Poisonwood Bible,’ ‘Prodigal Summer,’ and ‘Flight Behavior’”
English: Prof. Susan Strehle

Rahul N. Dixit
“Optical Back Scattering from Cloud Particulates”
Electrical Engineering: Prof. David Klotzkin

Laura Anne Dohner
“Translation for the Young Reader: Considering the Socio-Historical and Ideological Differences between Source Culture and Target Culture”
Translation Studies: Prof. Joshua Martin Price

Antoine Dolceorca**
“The Agrarian Question in Burkina Faso: The State, the Commons and the Transformation of Property Relations”
Sociology: Prof. Caglar Keyder

Jesse Elwell*
“Securing Systems with Non-Inclusive Memory Permissions”
Computer Science: Prof. Dmitry V. Ponomarev

Matthew Englund**
“The Shock of Dysrecognition: Philip K. Dick and the Act of Reading”
Comparative Literature: Prof. Brett S. Levinson

Austin C. Faucett**
“Voltage-Induced Reduction of Graphene Oxide”
Physics: Prof. Jeffrey Mativetsky

Adam Allan Ferguson
“Rethorizing the Victorian Queer: Gerard Manley Hopkins, Christina Rossetti, and the Pre-Raphaelite Movement”
English: Prof. Jean-Pierre Mileur

Hayley C. Fivecoat*
“Spousal Social Support is associated with Perceptions of Partner Responsiveness and Fluctuations in Cortisol for Married Women”
Clinical Psychology: Prof. Matthew D. Johnson

Katherine L. Fleming
“Establishing Community and Perpetuating the Faith: The Shakers of Pleasant Hill, Kentucky”
Anthropology: Prof. Thomas M. Wilson

Samantha Kylie Fox
Sociology: Prof. Denis O’Hearn

Anny Gano**
“A Functional Analysis of Neuroimmune Responses Evoked by Acute Alcohol Exposure”
Behavioral Neuroscience: Prof. Terrence Deak

Rui A da Graca Alexandre Gomes Coelho
“Sensory Regime of ‘Second Slavery’: Landscape of Enslavement in the Paraiba do Sul Valley, Brazil”
Anthropology: Prof. Randall H. McGuire

Julie Marie Gregg
“Examining the Influence of Neighbor Frequency and Context on Visual Word (Mis)Identification”
Cognitive Psychology: Prof. Albrecht Inhoff

Qiong Gui
“Creating Event-Related Potential Based Brain Biometrics: A Data Fusion Perspective”
Electrical Engineering: Prof. Zhanpeng Jin

Zhongyuan Guo
“Use of Physiologically-Based In Vitro Models of the Gastrointestinal Tract to Study TiO2 and SiO2 Nanoparticle Interactions with Nutrient Absorption”
Biomedical Engineering: Prof. Gretchen J. Mahler

Joseph Michael Hall
“Exercise Enhances Medial Septal Cholinergic Function: The Role of Neurotrophins on the Maintenance/Enhancement of the Cholinergic Neuronal Phenotypes”
Behavioral Neuroscience: Prof. Lisa M. Savage

*Degree awarded summer 2016  |  **Degree awarded fall 2016
Andrea Hanley*
“Self-Injurious Thoughts and Behaviors in Youth: Rates and Correlates”
Clinical Psychology: Prof. Brandon E. Gibb

Dziyana Hnedzko
“Sequence-Selective Recognition of Double-Stranded RNA and Enhanced Cellular Uptake of Cationic Nucleobase and Backbone-Modified Peptide Nucleic Acids”
Chemistry: Prof. Eriks Rozners

Katherine J. Hovey*
“The Experiences of Physical Education Teacher Education Students with Disabilities: Supports and Barriers to Success”
Educational Theory and Practice: Prof. James J. Carpenter

Yaohui Hu
“Extensible Ecosystem for Hypervisor Level Services”
Computer Science: Prof. Kartik Gopalan

James M. Hundley
“We are Coast Salish: Politics and Society across a Settler Colonial Border in the Post-9/11 World”
Anthropology: Prof. Thomas M. Wilson

Fatima Irshaidat**
“Three Essays on Advancing the System Dynamics Modeling Approach for Analyzing Policies and Interventions for Improvement of Women’s Health”
Industrial and Systems Engineering: Prof. Nasim S. Sabounchi

Kinji Ito
Translation Studies: Prof. David C. Stahl

Rajiv Lakshminarayan Iyer
“Microgram Depositions of Electronics Packaging Adhesives with High Speed Jetting Systems”
Industrial and Systems Engineering: Prof. Daryl L. Santos

Joseph J. Janick*
“Modeling Chemical Sedimentation for the Last 30 KA of the Searles Lake Formation, Searles Lake, California”
Geology: Prof. Robert V. Demicco

Dongsheng Ji
“Germanium and Tin based Anode Materials for Lithium-Ion Batteries”
Chemistry: Prof. M. Stanley Whittingham

Yangyang Ji
“Three Essays in Dynamic Macroeconomics”
Economics: Prof. Wei Xiao

Ning Kang
Materials Science and Engineering: Prof. Chuan-Jian Zhong

Andrew James Kelley
“Maximal Subgroup Growth of Some Groups”
Mathematics: Prof. Marcin Mazur

Sina Khanmohammadi**
“On Effective Feature Construction Methods for Diagnostic Neuroimaging”
Systems Science: Prof. Hiroki Sayama

Neel Mandal Khurjekar
“Predictive Modelling for Health Insurance Claims Denials”
Industrial and Systems Engineering: Prof. Mohammad T. Khasawneh

Jung Yeun Kim
“Essays on CEO Pulchronomics”
Management: Prof. Nan Zhou

Derek Tze-Perng Lan
“‘The Sound of These Looms May Be Heard At All Hours’: Textile Manufacturing Work and Reform, Philadelphia County, 1788-1854”
History: Prof. Thomas Dublin

William David Larsen
“Building Sustainable Chronic Care in a Free Clinic”
Family Nurse Practitioner: Prof. Yvonne Johnston

Hannah Marie Ledford
“The Place Where Nobody Dies”
English: Prof. Jaimee Wriston Colbert

Ho H. Lee*
“Investigation of the Time Dependent Property for Packaging Materials”
Mechanical Engineering: Prof. Seungbae Park

Jennifer JooYeon Lee
“Opportunism, Distortions, and Governance in Asymmetric Buyer-Seller Relationships: Theory and Empirical Evidence”
Management: Prof. Debi P. Mishra

Jeong Kyun Lee
“Modeling and Evaluating Distributed Wireless Communication Systems”
Electrical Engineering: Prof. Xiaohua Li

Latoya A. Lee**
“Virtual Homespace: (Re) Constructing the Body and Identity through Social Media”
Sociology: Prof. Gladys M. Jiménez-Muñoz

Paul Lemley
“Burnt Offerings: Identity, Self-Making and Quotidian Political Violence”
Philosophy, Interpretation and Culture: Prof. Maria Lugones

Jiamin Li
Industrial and Systems Engineering: Prof. Mohammad T. Khasawneh

Shenglan Li
“Refashioning Care: Nursing, Intimacy, and Citizenship in Wartime China, 1900-1950”
History: Prof. Fa-ti Fan

Caitlin Janine Light
“CIS-2-Decenoic Acid Signaling and Dispersion in Pseudomonas aeruginosa: The Role of Dispersed Cells in Virulence and Pathogenesis”
Biological Sciences: Prof. David G. Davies

J. Jason Lim**
“A Misstep in Consilience: The Advent of Neurofiction and the Scientific Bias in the Neurohumanities”
Comparative Literature: Prof. Brett S. Levinson

Peng Liu
“Multi-spectral spontaneous face analysis”
Computer Science: Prof. Lijun Yin

Qianqian Liu**
“Oxidation and Reduction Driven Surface Dynamic of Metals and Alloys”
Materials Science and Engineering: Prof. Guangwen Zhou

Xiaoyu Liu
“Signal Processing in Automatic Speech Recognition for English and Mandarin Chinese”
Electrical Engineering: Prof. Stephen A. Zahorian

Yizhong Liu
“The Impact of Nanoparticle Exposure on Endothelial Cells”
Biomedical Engineering: Prof. Amber Doiron

Michael J. Losinger**
“Form, Function and Social Context of Substrate-Borne Vibrational Signals in the Treehopper, Umbonia Crassicornis”
Biological Sciences: Prof. Carol I. Miles

Li Lu**
“Continuous Microfluidic Fabrication and Measurement of Membrane Mechanical Properties of Synthetic Asymmetric Vesicles ”
Mechanical Engineering: Prof. Paul R. Chiarot
Elizabeth Dianne Macaluso
“The Monster and the New Woman: Expanding the Debate about Gender and the New Woman at the British Fin de Siecle”
*English: Prof. Michael Conlon

Kyle L. Mackey*
“War Effort and War Termination: How States Prosecute Their Wars”
*Political Science: Prof. David H. Clark

Suraj Maganty
“Enhanced Conformal Coatings for Tin Whisker Mitigation”
*Materials Science and Engineering: Prof. Junghyun Cho

Sandeep Mallampati
“High-Bismuth Alloys as Lead-Free Alternatives for Interconnects in High-Temperature Electronics”
*Materials Science and Engineering: Prof. Junghyun Cho

Anne Malaktaris
“Attentional Capture to and Difficulty Disengaging from Pain-Related and Threatening Stimuli in Chronic Pain and Clinical Anxiety Populations”
*Clinical Psychology: Prof. Steven Jay Lynn

Renee Cecelia McDonald
“Substitutes and Stewards: Moral Wielders of Power in Tolkien and Charles Williams”
*Comparative Literature: Prof. Luiza F. Moreira

Jan M. Mead
“Quality of Life Measures in Women with Breast Cancer Related Lymphedema Who Utilize Online Support Forums”
*Family Nurse Practitioner: Prof. Gale Spencer

Nikolay Merkulov
“The High Court and the Resolution of Federation - State Conflicts”
*Political Science: Prof. Gregory Robinson

Marcella M. Micucci**
“These Demons Who Thirst for Infanticides”: Unwanted Pregnancy, Infant Abandonment, and Infanticide in Mid-Nineteenth Century New York City”
*History: Prof. Diane M. Sommerville

Kelly Elizabeth Miller
“Improving the Evidence Based Diagnosis of Gout in the Primary Care Setting”
*Family Nurse Practitioner: Prof. Yvonne Johnston

Sara G. Mina**
“In Vitro 3D Modeling of the Endothelium”
*Biomedical Engineering: Prof. Gretchen J. Mahler

Florence J. Molk**
“The Space of Policing in the Modern World-System: The Making of the European Identity in the Core”
*Sociology: Prof. Richard E. Lee

Mert Moral
“The Bipolar Voter: On the Effects of Political Polarization on Voter Turnout and Voting Behavior”
*Political Science: Prof. Michael D. McDonald

Karen Elizabeth Moroski
“Wreckless: The Invisible Consequence of Bound Exile”
*English: Prof. Leslie Heywood

Lindsay F. Morra*
“The Impact of Metabolic Abnormalities on Neurocognition in Schizophrenia”
*Clinical Psychology: Prof. Gregory P. Strauss

Jermaine A. Moulton**
“Three Essays in Energy Economics”
*Economics: Prof. Subal C. Kumbhakar

Kourosh Nemati**
“Experimental and Computational Studies on the Role of Confinement Systems in Data Center Thermal Management”
*Mechanical Engineering: Prof. Bruce T. Murray

Leah M. Nettle**
“Talking about Food: Form and Function of Food-Associated Calls of the American Crow (Corvus brachyrhynchos)”
*Biological Sciences: Prof. Anne B. Clark

Nasim Nezamoddini
“Network Optimization and Resource Allocation under Uncertainty: Application and Theory in Supply Chain and Smart Grid”
*Industrial and Systems Engineering: Prof. Yong Wang

Jacob Allen Nota
“Integrating Research Domain Criteria Negative Valence and Arousal/Regulatory Systems: Attention as a Mechanism for the Relation between Sleep Disruption and Repetitive Negative Thinking”
*Clinical Psychology: Prof. Meredith E. Coles

Amr M. Obeidat**
“Solid-State Supercapacitors with Ionic Liquid Gel Polymer Electrolyte Based on Poly (3, 4-Ethlenedioxiithiophene), Carbon Nanotubes, and Metal Oxides Nanocomposites for Electrical Energy Storage”
*Electrical Engineering: Prof. Alok C. Rastogi

Carine A. Omole**
“Curriculum and Schooling in Post-Colonial Kenya: A Content Analysis of Primary Social Studies Textbooks”
*Educational Theory and Practice: Prof. M. Sue Crowley

Francis Osanga
“Synthesis and Characterization of Novel Flavonoid Derivatives via Sequential Phosphorylation of Quercetin for Green and Sustainable Nanotechnology and Environmental Sensing”
*Chemistry: Prof. Omowunmi Sadik

Calford Odhiambo Otieno
“Nonlinear Optical Properties of Aluminum Doped Zinc Oxide”
*Physics: Prof. Joon I. Jang

Timothy S. Owen**
“Investigation into Hedgehog Protein Autoprocessing: Assay Development, Small Molecule Targeting, Mechanistic Determination and Bioconjugation”
*Chemistry: Prof. Brian P. Callahan

Hali E. Ozen*
“Middle East and North Africa after the Arab Uprisings: An Analytical Approach to Social Cleavages and Electoral Outcomes in Egypt, Tunisia, and Turkey”
*Political Science: Prof. Michael D. McDonald

James G. Pariot**
“American Expansion: The Transition to Capitalism on the Frontier of Colonization”
*Sociology: Prof. Frederic C. Deyo

Ah-Young Park
“Thermo-Mechanical Problems and their Solution in a 3D Micro-Electronics Package Using Cu-to-Cu Direct Bonding”
*Mechanical Engineering: Prof. SB (Seungbae) Wang

Jason Rhys Parry
“Ruinology: Speculative Reconstruction in Literature and Architecture”
*Comparative Literature: Prof. Jeroen Gerrits

Kandarp K. Patel
“Spatial Sparsity Based Direction of Arrival Estimation in the Presence of Model Errors for an Acoustic Source”
*Electrical Engineering: Prof. Mark L. Fowler

Amanda Lore Patterson
“To Be Human in the Age of Cybernetic Reproduction”
*Comparative Literature: Prof. Luiza F. Moreira

*Candidate for Doctoral Degree 2016 | **Candidate for Doctoral Degree 2016
Aaron Chen Perey  
“The Role of ROCK in Cytokine-Induced Chemokine Responses in Intestinal Epithelial Cells”  
Biological Sciences: Prof. Dennis McGee

Cody W. Polack  
“Inhibition and Mediated Activation between Conditioned Stimuli: Parallels between Perceptual Learning and Associative Conditioning”  
Cognitive Psychology: Prof. Ralph R. Miller

Sandra Dale Polleys  
“Utilitarian and Community Values in Mainstream and Alternative Health Care on Martha’s Vineyard”  
Anthropology: Prof. Thomas M. Wilson

Beth Polzin  
“Missing in Action: Yunior and “The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao””  
Comparative Literature: Prof. Brett Levinson

Alysa Pomer  
“Declining Age at Menarche in Vanuatu’s Health Transition”  
Anthropology: Prof. J. Koji Lum

Daniel Oluwagbemileke Popoola  
“Influence of Natural Variation in Maternal Care on Ethanol Use-Related Behaviors”  
Behavioral Neuroscience: Prof. Nicole Cameron

Estacy Porter  
“Developing Executive Level Army Public Health Nurse Competency and Evidence-Based Toolkit for Leadership and Mentorship”  
DNP, Community Health Primary Care Nurse Practitioner: Prof. Gale Spencer

Bandita Poudyal**  
“Role of Diguanylate Cyclase BsdA, C-DI-GMP, and MDR Transporters in Antimicrobial Tolerance by Pseudomonas Aeruginosa Biofilm Cells”  
Biological Sciences: Prof. Karin Sauer

Jawad M. Qasaymeh  
“Free Form Additive Manufacturing Using Cold Spray Technology”  
Industrial and Systems Engineering: Prof. Christopher Greene

Nicholas F. Quackenbush*  
“The Physics of Ultra-Thin Vanadium Dioxide: At the Surface, Interface, and In-Between”  
Physics: Prof. Louis F. Piper

Nilima Ral  
“Pure Contamination: Autoimmunity in the Aftermath of Reason”  
Comparative Literature: Prof. Jeffner Allen

David F. Rae**  
“Thermal Interface Material Bondlines: Particulate Flows in Confined Geometries; Process Dependent Microstructure and Thermal Performance”  
Materials Science and Engineering: Prof. Eric J. Cotts

Mandana Rezaehari  
“Stochastic Modeling and Optimization of Patient Scheduling at Destination Medical Centers”  
Industrial and Systems Engineering: Prof. Mohammad T. Khasawneh

Maria Penafrancia C. Roma**  
“Interconnect Mechanisms in Microelectronics Packaging”  
Materials Science and Engineering: Prof. Junghyun Cho

Steven Rosensteiin**  
“The Insomniacs”  
English: Prof. Alexi Zentner

Todd C. Rutkowski  
“Magnetic Phases of Large-Spin Ultracold Bosons: Quantum Dimer Models and Spin Liquid Phases”  
Physics: Prof. Michael J. Lawler

Roobzeh Sadeghian  
“Automatic Speech Recognition Techniques for Diagnostic Predictions of Human Health Disorders”  
Electrical Engineering: Prof. Stephen A. Zahorian

Courtney M. Sakolish*  
“A Novel Microfluidic Device to Model the Human Proximal Tubule and Glomerulus”  
Biomedical Engineering: Prof. Gretchen J. Mahler

Felix Ochieng Saouma  
“Nonlinear Optical Properties of Emerging Perovskite Solar Cell Materials”  
Physics: Prof. Joon I. Jang

Giovanni Searingi  
“The Fiscal Federalism Takeover and the Determinants of Executive Power”  
Political Science: Prof. Jon Krasno

Jonathan P. Schmitkons*  
“Sources, Transport, Deposition, and Fate of Roadway Pollutants in the Binghamton, New York Urban Corridor”  
Geological Sciences: Prof. Joseph R. Graney

Jessica Schubert*  
“Circadian Rhythm Disruption in Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder: Symptom Severity and Impact”  
Clinical Psychology: Prof. Meredith E. Coles

Evan T. Sechrest  
“The Instrumental Nature of Democratic Authority”  
Philosophy: Prof. Tony Reeves

Vahid Sedighianaraki  
“Steganography with Statistical Models of Image Noise Residuals”  
Electrical Engineering: Prof. Jessica Fridrich

Sarah Virginia Seeley  
“Make it your own: The Commitments and Containments of Collaborative Grading. An Ethnographic Examination of First-Year Writing at Binghamton University”  
Anthropology: Prof. Douglas Glick

Bradley A. Seymour**  
“Attentional Proficiencies and Biases in Gamers vs. Non-Gamers: Evidence from Saccade Trajectory Analysis”  
Cognitive Psychology: Prof. Albrecht W. Inhoff

Michel Shamoon Pour*  
“Matrilinages and Patrilineages of Assyrian Population”  
Anthropology: Prof. D. Andrew Merriwether

Junping Shao  
“Nontrivial Berry Phases and Other Topological Invariants from Local Models of Quantum Matter”  
Physics: Prof. Michael J. Lawler

Ohad Y. Shen-Tov  
“The Impact of a Crowdsourcing Apparatus on Organizational Capacity in the Nonprofit Context: The Case of Bar-Kayma”  
Community and Public Affairs: Prof. Josephine Allen

Jong Hyun Shin  
“Multifunctional Ceramic Nanostructure Thin Films Prepared by Solution Processing”  
Materials Science and Engineering: Prof. Junghyun Cho

Soyuz Shrestha  
“From the War Path to the Campaign Trail: Why Do Rebel Groups Transform into Competent Political Parties?”  
Political Science: Prof. Ricardo Larémont

Elizabeth Signorotti**  
“The Hybrid Child: Borderless States in Children’s Literature”  
English: Prof. Elizabeth Tucker
Sara Sullivan*  
“The Effects of Emotion Regulation on Cognitive Control in Schizophrenia: An Electrophysiological Study”  
Clinical Psychology: Prof. Gregory P. Strauss

Matthew H. Sumpter**  
“Public Land”  
English: Prof. Maria M. Gillan

Rose C. Tanui*  
“Glutamate Transporters of the Central Nervous System”  
Chemistry: Prof. Christof T. Grewe

Adeel Tariq  
“Essays on Banking Efficiency, Risk and Stability”  
Economics: Prof. Subal Kumbhakar

Amanda Lee Taylor  
“Locally Solvable Subgroups of PLo (I)”  
Mathematics: Prof. Matthew G. Brin

William D. Thompson**  
“Phonon Scattering in Semiconducting Thin Films”  
Physics: Prof. Bruce E. White Jr.

Dianne E. Thornhill**  
“Challenging Belief: The Theoretical and Real World Implications of Overcoming Belief Bias in Syllogistic Reasoning”  
Cognitive Psychology: Prof. Cyma K. Vanpetten

Ihsan Efe Tokdemir  
“Losing by Winning Hearts and Minds Abroad: Impacts of Foreign Policy Choices on Foreign Public Opinion”  
Political Science: Prof. Benjamin O. Fordham

Linyue Tong  
“Poly (3, 4-Ethlenedioxythiophene)-Based Composite Electrode Materials for Supercapacitors”  
Materials Science and Engineering: Prof. Wayne E. Jones Jr.

Mohammad Samie Tootooni*  
“Sensor Based Monitoring of Multidimensional Complex Systems using Spectral Graph Theory”  
Industrial and Systems Engineering: Prof. Prahalada Rao

Brian Michael Trimboi  
“Airship Nocturne”  
English: Prof. Joseph D. Weil

Salih Tutun  
“Robust Framework for Investigation and Detection of Adversarial Activity”  
Industrial and Systems Engineering: Prof. Mohammad T. Khasawneh

Julie M. Usala*  
“A Field Investigation of the Impact of Cognitive Versus Motor Cues on Urge to Drink”  
Clinical Psychology: Prof. Stephen A. Lisman

Matthew Joseph Wahila  
“Band Engineering Transparent Metal Oxide Semiconductors: Disorder, Coordination, and Orbital Hybridization”  
Physics: Prof. Louis F. Piper

Xintong Wang  
Economics: Prof. Solomon Polacheck and Alfonso Flores-Lagunes

Yuanyuan Wang  
“Study of Light and WaveLength Dependent Serine Hydrolase in Arabidopsis Thaliana”  
Biological Sciences: Prof. Anna Tan-Wilson

Zhiyuan Wang*  
“Globally Economic Competition, Politics and Labor Rights”  
Political Science: Prof. David L. Cingranelli

Darshana Lakmal Weerawarne  
“Study of Nonlinear Propagation of Ultrashort Laser Pulses and its Application to Harmonic Generation”  
Physics: Prof. Bonggu Shim

Lydia G. Werbizky  
“Concept Mapping in a Kindergarten Classroom: Setting the Stage for Learning and Knowing”  
Educational Theory and Practice: Prof. Susan Strehle

Joshua Levi Whaley  
“Understanding Seismic Shifts in Public Opinion about Marriage Equality: Cohort Replacement, Information Flow and Social Identity”  
Political Science: Prof. Jon Krefting

Matthew Blake Wilson  
“What’s So Private About Private Property?”  
Philosophy: Prof. Max Pensky

Jiaxin Xia**  
“Structural Properties, Adhesion Control and Application of Nanoporous Gold Based Electrocatalysts”  
Chemistry: Prof. Nikolay G. Dimitrov

Xiang Xu  
“Essays in Applied Microeconomics”  
Economics: Prof. Subal Kumbhakar

Idris Yazgan*  
“Novel Poly (amic) Acid Membrane Chemistries with Experimentally-Controlled Pore Size, Transport, and Disinfection Properties”  
Chemistry: Prof. Omowunmi Sadik

Melih Yesilbag**  
“The Mortar of Hegemony: The Political Economy of the Construction Boom in AKP’s Turkey”  
Sociology: Prof. Caglar Kuytner

Lotfi Zekraoui  
“The Politics of Translating the Arab Spring: A Narrative Account”  
Translation Studies: Prof. Joshua Martin Price

Shuangfei Zhai  
“Autoencoders, EBM and GANs: A Unified View of Deep Unsupervised Learning”  
Computer Science: Prof. Zhongfei Zhang

Yang Zhan  
“Uneasy Encounters: NGOs, Migrant Workers and Moral Citizens in Contemporary China”  
Anthropology: Prof. Carmen Ferradas

Tingting Zhang  
“Noncomposite Paste for Thermal and Mechanical Bonding”  
Materials Science and Engineering: Prof. Guangwen Zhou

Shunan Zhao  
“Essays on the Estimation of Production Technology”  
Economics: Prof. Subal C. Kumbhakar

Yilong Zheng  
“Empirical Investigations of Social Influences on New Business Models”  
Management: Prof. Qi Wang

Dengyan Zhou*  
“The Language of “Photography” in China: A Genealogy of Conceptual Frames from Sheying to Xinwen Sheying and Sheying Yishu”  
Art History: Prof. John T. Tagg

Wenhui Zhu**  
“In-Situatomic-Scale Probing of the Oxidation and Reduction of Metals and Metal Oxides”  
Materials Science and Engineering: Prof. Guangwen Zhou

Lianfeng Zou  
“Surface and Interface Dynamics of Cu and Cu Alloys Driven by Thermal and Chemical Stimuli”  
Materials Science and Engineering: Prof. Guangwen Zhou

*Degree awarded summer 2016  |  **Degree awarded fall 2016
CANDIDATES FOR CERTIFICATES OF ADVANCED STUDIES

Certificates of Advanced Studies in Educational Leadership
Tara Andretta**
Jamie M. Ash
Lori A. Asquith*
Jessica Carpenter**
Megan A. Johnston*
Beverly Meagher
Valerie J. Murtha*
Anne R. Pallischeck*
Heather O. Pufky*
Stephanie Reynolds**
Annette L. Varcoe**
Jessica R. Williams*
Bryan D. Yurka*

Certificate in Clinically Rich Intensive Teacher Institute in ESL
Sandra Patricia Acevedo Duarte
Jennifer Anderson**
Lorraine Danielle Blakeslee
Suzanne Santer Brigham
Kaitlyn Michelle Olsen
Crystal Lyn Zimmerman Reed
CANDIDATES FOR MASTER’S DEGREES

COLLEGE OF COMMUNITY AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS

Dean Laura R. Bronstein

Master of Public Administration

Master of Science in Student Affairs Administration

Master of Social Work
Courtney Lynn Alstad  Jesse R. Belton  Michelle Lynn Benedett  Casey Elizabeth Benson  Nicole Louise Blagg  Anyae Andrea Broomer  Sheanna Burgess  Diana Lynn Campbell  Jennifer M. Campoli**


DECKER SCHOOL OF NURSING

Dean Mario R. Ortiz

Post-Graduate Certificates in Adult Gerontological Health Nursing, Nurse Practitioner
Shirley Ann Earl  Denise Karsten

Post-Graduate Certificates in Disaster Management
Nicholas Daniel Terela**

Post-Graduate Certificates in Family Nursing, Nurse Practitioner
Kerry Laine Goessling  Cynthia Lou Sullivan

Post-Graduate Certificates in Family Psychiatric Mental Health Nursing, Nurse Practitioner
Jennifer M. Corbin  Purificacion Cristobal  Carline Lamer-Ocean  Maria Rita Atienza Macapinlac  Hallie McCafferty  Stacy Helene Schoenbach  Christopher Bach Simkins  Denisa Talovic

*Degree awarded summer 2016  **Degree awarded fall 2016
Post-Graduate Certificates of Forensic Health
- Kelly Lyn Cable
- Francisca-Lenae Chinonye Egbuna
- Dawn R. Davies
- Kathleen Marie Desbonnet
- Paige Lee Warfield

Post-Graduate Certificates in Nursing Education
- Donna Lee Cutting
- Alicia Lynn Sagendorf

Master of Science in Adult Gerontological Nursing
- Shirley Ann Earl

Master of Science in Adult Gerontological Nursing, Nurse Practitioner
- Michael Richard Artino
- Cassandra Lynn Carnevale
- Robin Sue Johnson

Master of Science in Community Health Nursing, Nurse Practitioner
- Maria Bridget (Lescord) Fleming
- Francisca-Lenae Chinonye Egbuna
- Adenike Zainab Okeowo

Master of Science in Family Nursing, Nurse Practitioner
- Dawn Bascian
- Lydia Esong Besong
- Haley Justine Birkmeyer
- Kimberly Lynn Bissel
- Stacy Lynn Colwell
- Matthew Carl Demtrak
- Kristen Elizabeth Devine
- Heidi D. Dieck
- Katherine Ann Everett
- Jeanne-Marie M. Firpo
- Timothy John Flurschutz
- Robin Eleanor Fox
- Christina Leigh Fuller
- Hope Rebecca Hastings
- Donald Thomas Hill
- Danielle Marie Kendrick
- Karoline Marielle Kies
- Jennifer Diane Lake
- Amelia Mary Luenger
- Sergii P. Maistruk
- Christopher J. Matthews
- Lila Ann Menzi

Master of Science in Psychiatric Mental Health Nursing, Nurse Practitioner
- Robert Michael Brown
- Kelly Lyn Cable
- Dawn Renee Davies
- Belinda Ann Hollenbeck
- Elisabeth Julia Marigliano
- Nicole Christine Matocha
- Lisa Palkert
- Lily Vaziri Parsley
- M. Elizabeth Rowe
- Debra L. Willsey

Master of Arts in Teaching in Childhood Special Education, Birth-6
- Andrea P. Bazin
- Jennifer Rose Carrieri
- Lyndsey Louise Church
- Raymond Joseph Frye
- Jessica L. Hollebeck
- Alyssa M. Leroy
- Lauren A. Macaluso
- Emily Lynn Rose
- Kelly M. Severance
- Vanessa Lynn Snyder
- Amanda Jean Stummer

Master of Arts in Teaching in Mathematics Adolescence Education, 7-12
- Alissa M. Eckert

Master of Arts in Teaching in Special Adolescence Education, 7-12
- Serene K. Artino
- Katherine A. Babcock
- Booker J. Davis
- James Michael Kucko II
- Alexis N. Marianiello
- Kaleigh Adele Micon
- Paige A. Morrison
- Conor S. Murphy
- Michael D. Rowe

Master of Arts in Teaching in Spanish Adolescence Education
- Jamison A. Wezelis

Master of Science in Education in Childhood and Early Childhood Literacy Education, Birth-6
- Courtney Beth Cummings
- Elana Ariel Ginsburg
- Stephanie Elisabeth Hetherington
- Lindsey Anne Verdon

Master of Science in Education in Childhood and Early Childhood Special Education, Birth-6
- Jessica Lynn Dougherty

CANDIDATES FOR MASTER’S DEGREES

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Dean Susan Strehle

Master of Arts in Teaching in Biology Adolescence Education, 7-12
- Nathan J. Cutting
- Danielle V. Heintz
- Julie Christine Heninger

Master of Arts in Teaching in Chemistry Adolescence Education, 7-12
- Samantha L. Grieco
- Lydia R. Morris

Master of Arts in Teaching in Earth Science Adolescence Education, 7-12
- Caitlin M. Pointer

Master of Arts in Teaching in English Adolescence Education, 7-12
- Jacqueline Nicole Carlson
- Dylan Hartwick

Master of Arts in Teaching in French Adolescence Education, 7-12
- Ivy L. Donahue

Master of Arts in Teaching in Mathematics Adolescence Education, 7-12
- Alissa M. Eckert

Master of Arts in Teaching in Social Studies Adolescence Education, 7-12
- Serene K. Artino
- Katherine A. Babcock
- Booker J. Davis
- James Michael Kucko II
- Alexis N. Marianiello
- Kaleigh Adele Micon
- Paige A. Morrison
- Conor S. Murphy
- Michael D. Rowe

Master of Arts in Teaching in Special Adolescence Education, 7-12
- Amanda S. Church
- Amanda C. George
- Nicholas L. Viscomi
- Jacob Howard Warner

Master of Arts in Teaching in Spanish Adolescence Education
- Jamison A. Wezelis

Master of Science in Education in Childhood and Early Childhood Literacy Education, Birth-6
- Courtney Beth Cummings
- Elana Ariel Ginsburg
- Stephanie Elisabeth Hetherington
- Lindsey Anne Verdon

Master of Science in Education in Childhood and Early Childhood Special Education, Birth-6
- Jessica Lynn Dougherty

Master of Science in Education in Literacy Education, Birth-6
- Andrea P. Bazin
- Jennifer Rose Carrieri
- Lyndsey Louise Church
- Raymond Joseph Frye
- Jessica L. Hollebeck
- Alyssa M. Leroy
- Lauren A. Macaluso
- Emily Lynn Rose
- Kelly M. Severance
- Vanessa Lynn Snyder
- Amanda Jean Stummer

Master of Science in Education in Literacy Education, 5-12
- Peter A. Gierlach
- Megan E. Yeager

Master of Science in Education in Special Adolescence Education, 7-12
- Amanda S. Church
- Amanda C. George
- Nicholas L. Viscomi
- Jacob Howard Warner

Master of Science in Education in Special Adolescence Education, Birth-2
- Michael Dale Patterson

Master of Science in Education in Special Education, Birth-6
- Alexis Aston
- Jenna A. Dunlap
- Krista R. Fizette
- Jordan Elizabeth Luybi
- Caitlyn M. Sanguinotto
- Kristy L. Scordino
- Andrea M. Tirrell

Master of Science in Education in Special Education Childhood Education, 1 - 6
- Shannon Blazavich
- Kevin Matthew Cushner
- Katelyn R. McCarthy
- Kevin Matthew Cushner
- Katelyn R. McCarthy
HARPUR COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Dean Terrence Deak

Master of Arts in Anthropology
Kate L. DeRosa**
Maxwell McCrae Forton
Paula Jane Hertfelder
Nathan John Klembara
Dillon Thomas Ludemann
Blake Portnoy McCabe
Angela A. McComb
Hikaru Naito
Arianna Maria Stimpfl
Michele L. Troutman**
Kortney Antwonette Williams

Kate L. DeRosa**
Maxwell McCrae Forton
Paula Jane Hertfelder
Nathan John Klembara
Dillon Thomas Ludemann
Blake Portnoy McCabe
Angela A. McComb
Hikaru Naito
Arianna Maria Stimpfl
Michele L. Troutman**
Kortney Antwonette Williams

Master of Arts in Art History
Hannah Hempstead

Master of Arts in Asian and Asian American Studies
Aiduosi Amantai
Qian Liu**
Halley Paulson**
Ryan P. Sassano-Higgins*
Yifan Xu
Yijun Zheng

Master of Arts in Biological Sciences
Rachael N. Anyim**
Ivan Yuriyovich Bobyk
Catherine Breanna Braun
Stephanie Brianna Cordeiro
Ravneet Kaur Dhillon
William Gabriel Ferrante
James R. Ingram**
Nicole Alexandra Kaczor
Brian Daniel Kopping
Justin Paul Lafond
John Peter Meyer
Aaron William Pinzon
Gabriella Scarzafava
Erisa Shehi
David Anthony Sherlock
Abigail Surujwalli
Gabriel Jaime Valencia Mesa

Master of Arts in Biology
Rachael N. Anyim**
Ivan Yuriyovich Bobyk
Catherine Breanna Braun
Stephanie Brianna Cordeiro
Ravneet Kaur Dhillon
William Gabriel Ferrante
James R. Ingram**
Nicole Alexandra Kaczor
Brian Daniel Kopping
Justin Paul Lafond
John Peter Meyer
Aaron William Pinzon
Gabriella Scarzafava
Erisa Shehi
David Anthony Sherlock
Abigail Surujwalli
Gabriel Jaime Valencia Mesa

Master of Arts in Chemistry
Yun Hong
Anqi Xu

Master of Arts in Comparative Literature
Nadia K. Schuman**

Master of Arts in Economics
Andrew Scott Bodnar
Mengtian Chen**
Yue Chi**
Yingjun Dong**
Ka Man Fong
Jingyi Gao**
Qingyun Gao
Yanshuo Gong**
Danqing Lan**
Duong T. Le**
Jiaxiang Li**
Tianwei Liu
William H. Mitchell**
Dorika J. Mwambugulo**
Bingzhang Pan**
Elia Meyer Reichner
Muli Shi
Christo Suheil Tarazi
Yixiang Wu
Weiqi Zhang

Master of Arts in English
Ioanna-Mariia Bakulina
Kimberly De Souza
Brandon M. Earley**
Macaulay Gillian Glynn
Heather Michelle Humphrey
Joshua Tyrone Levy
Sara E. Lovell**
Rachel L. Speciale**
Thomas James Stella
Kristen Renee Williamson
Chenrui Zhao

Master of Arts in Geography
Mohammed Rabiul Abubakari
Russell Joel Aldave
Daria Igorevna Andrievskikh
Stephanie Lynn Brewer
Xiaoyu Dong**
Zizwe G. Grandison*
Shannon M. Grumbly*
Jiaxin Jiang
Chaojun Li
Yijun Lin
Alexander G. Peterson**
John Michael Ponstingel
Michelle Amanda Ritchie
Emma Elizabeth Sykes
Shane Marek Trip
Shaloma A. Wagstaffe
Hao Wen**
Jabril Evans Herbert Williams
Yue Wu
Zhengjie Xie

Master of Arts in History
Timothy Mark Carapella
David Casgrande*
Mariia Vladimirovna Koskina
Huseyn Kurt*
Jonathan Thomas Rutter
Erica S. Schumann
Ethan James Sconzo
Stephen Daniel Sutherland

Master of Arts in Mathematical Sciences
Olakunle Sunday Abawonse
Joshua Drew Carey
Alexander Lammerich
Xiang Li**
Hao Xu**
Danyu Zhang

Master of Arts in Philosophy
Katrina England**
Amanda Lore Patterson

Master of Arts in Political Science
Imge Akaslan
Marc Joseph Davignon
Shawn James Donahue
Alena Alessandra Gericke
Boaz Manger**
Lee Thomas Rathbun
Krystaelynne L. Sanders*
Christine Anne Sylvester

Master of Arts in Romance Languages
Bryan Allan Delgado

Master of Arts in Sociology
Gerald Edward Bolthouse
Shenny G. Molina**
Fathun K. Satrio**
Michael L. Stephens**
Andrea Töth

Master of Arts in Music Performance
Carissa Rose Arduini
Nicholas Shawn Follett
Andrew Allan Hiers
Marcia Taining Hsu

Master of Science in Biomedical Anthropology
Robert Charles Champion III
Deanna R. Ciampo
Kalliopi Grammatikopoulos
Samantha Lauren Kombel
Krista A. Mauro
Alexandra Marie Niclou
Gina Marie Piekarski
Kathryn Judith Sabitus
Sara Elizabeth Stowell

Master of Science in Biological Sciences
Eric Hieu Dinh
Meghan L. Lenhardt*

Master of Science in Geoscience
Ryan Gerard Brembs
Danielle M. Lord*
Daniel Roy Misierendino
Kristina E. Nelson
Ethan Spiegel**

Master of Science in Physics
Junyi Li**
Darshana L. Weerawarne**

Master of Science in Psychology
Stacy Renee Ellenberg
Elizabeth Cope Feurer
Stephanie L. Freitag
Ashwin Gautam
Dominika Hosova**
Esther U. Kim**
Kathryn Elizabeth Lanza
John D. Patterson**
Maria V. Ruiz Blondet**
Elizabeth P. Soehngen**
Andrew S. Vore**
Samantha Ann Wagner

*Degree awarded summer 2016 | **Degree awarded fall 2016
Candidates for Master's Degrees

Master of Science in Accounting, Taxation
Scott M. Appelman
Jacob Harris Blitstein
Jennifer Lore Bochicchio
Samantha Cella
Beian Chen**
Kaili Chen
Ming Chen
Nicholas Joseph Dopyera
Tak-Ting Katherine Fung
Jinhan Gao**
Yuval Hananya
Chiayu Joe Hung
Se Ri Hur
Nancy Lan
Danny Li
Junheng Li
Allison Chase Liciardi
Eliot M. Lichtenberg
Chloe Lim
Shan Lin
Adam B. Lipke
Blake I. Lippman**
Han Sol Park**
Edmond C. Puccio
Samuel Zachary Reisner
Marissa Arielle Sarfati
Steven Schwartz
Ying Shao
Ryan Lane Sheppard
Stacy Lynn Villalva
Andrew Harris Weintraub
Ayeon Alyssa Won
Stephanie Xu
Zihan Yao

Master of Science in Computer Science
Talha Aamir*
Rajasekhar Achuta**
Ashwini Prakash Ankalikar
Ankush Arora
Nikhil V. Bagde**
Hardik Hemantkumar Bagdi
Triveni Banpela**
Shripad Barne
Madan Mohan Reddy Battu**
Gissella Bejarano
Pranav Dhirendra Bhandari
Shweta Prakash Bhargare
Bhavika Manoj Bhanushali
Ashish B. Bhumkar**
Prajakta Bhavik Patel
Triveni Banpela**
Shripad Barne
Madan Mohan Reddy Battu**
Gissella Bejarano
Pranav Dhirendra Bhandari
Shweta Prakash Bhargare
Bhavika Manoj Bhanushali
Ashish B. Bhumkar**
Prajakta Bhavik Patel
Triveni Banpela**
Shripad Barne
Madan Mohan Reddy Battu**
Gissella Bejarano
Pranav Dhirendra Bhandari
Shweta Prakash Bhargare
Bhavika Manoj Bhanushali
Ashish B. Bhumkar**
Prajakta Bhavik Patel
Triveni Banpela**
Shripad Barne
Madan Mohan Reddy Battu**
Gissella Bejarano
Pranav Dhirendra Bhandari
Shweta Prakash Bhargare
Bhavika Manoj Bhanushali
Ashish B. Bhumkar**
Prajakta Bhavik Patel
Triveni Banpela**
Shripad Barne
Madan Mohan Reddy Battu**
Gissella Bejarano
Pranav Dhirendra Bhandari
Shweta Prakash Bhargare
Bhavika Manoj Bhanushali
Ashish B. Bhumkar**
Prajakta Bhavik Patel
Triveni Banpela**
Shripad Barne
Madan Mohan Reddy Battu**
Gissella Bejarano
Pranav Dhirendra Bhandari
Shweta Prakash Bhargare
Bhavika Manoj Bhanushali
Ashish B. Bhumkar**
Prajakta Bhavik Patel
Triveni Banpela**
Shripad Barne
Madan Mohan Reddy Battu**
Gissella Bejarano
Pranav Dhirendra Bhandari
Shweta Prakash Bhargare
Bhavika Manoj Bhanushali
Ashish B. Bhumkar**
Prajakta Bhavik Patel
Triveni Banpela**
Shripad Barne
Madan Mohan Reddy Battu**
Gissella Bejarano
Pranav Dhirendra Bhandari
Shweta Prakash Bhargare
Bhavika Manoj Bhanushali
Ashish B. Bhumkar**
Prajakta Bhavik Patel
Triveni Banpela**
Shripad Barne
Madan Mohan Reddy Battu**
Gissella Bejarano
Pranav Dhirendra Bhandari
Shweta Prakash Bhargare
Bhavika Manoj Bhanushali
Ashish B. Bhumkar**
Prajakta Bhavik Patel
Triveni Banpela**
Shripad Barne
Madan Mohan Reddy Battu**
Gissella Bejarano
Pranav Dhirendra Bhandari
Shweta Prakash Bhargare
Bhavika Manoj Bhanushali
Ashish B. Bhumkar**
Prajakta Bhavik Patel
Triveni Banpela**
Shripad Barne
Madan Mohan Reddy Battu**
Gissella Bejarano
Pranav Dhirendra Bhandari
Shweta Prakash Bhargare
Bhavika Manoj Bhanushali
Ashish B. Bhumkar**
Prajakta Bhavik Patel
Triveni Banpela**
Shripad Barne
Madan Mohan Reddy Battu**
Gissella Bejarano
Pranav Dhirendra Bhandari
Shweta Prakash Bhargare
Bhavika Manoj Bhanushali
Ashish B. Bhumkar**
Prajakta Bhavik Patel
Triveni Banpela**
Shripad Barne
Madan Mohan Reddy Battu**
Gissella Bejarano
Pranav Dhirendra Bhandari
Shweta Prakash Bhargare
Bhavika Manoj Bhanushali
Ashish B. Bhumkar**
Prajakta Bhavik Patel
Triveni Banpela**
Shripad Barne
Madan Mohan Reddy Battu**
Gissella Bejarano
Pranav Dhirendra Bhandari
Shweta Prakash Bhargare
Bhavika Manoj Bhanushali
Ashish B. Bhumkar**
Prajakta Bhavik Patel
Triveni Banpela**
Shripad Barne
Madan Mohan Reddy Battu**
Gissella Bejarano
Pranav Dhirendra Bhandari
Shweta Prakash Bhargare
Bhavika Manoj Bhanushali
Ashish B. Bhumkar**
Prajakta Bhavik Patel
Triveni Banpela**
Shripad Barne
Madan Mohan Reddy Battu**
Gissella Bejarano
Pranav Dhirendra Bhandari
Shweta Prakash Bhargare
Bhavika Manoj Bhanushali
Ashish B. Bhumkar**
Prajakta Bhavik Patel
Triveni Banpela**
Shripad Barne
Madan Mohan Reddy Battu**
Gissella Bejarano
Pranav Dhirendra Bhandari
Shweta Prakash Bhargare
Bhavika Manoj Bhanushali
Ashish B. Bhumkar**
Prajakta Bhavik Patel
Triveni Banpela**
Shripad Barne
Madan Mohan Reddy Battu**
Gissella Bejarano
Pranav Dhirendra Bhandari
Shweta Prakash Bhargare
Bhavika Manoj Bhanushali
Ashish B. Bhumkar**
Prajakta Bhavik Patel
Triveni Banpela**
Shripad Barne
Madan Mohan Reddy Battu**
Gissella Bejarano
Pranav Dhirendra Bhandari
Shweta Prakash Bhargare
Bhavika Manoj Bhanushali
Ashish B. Bhumkar**
Prajakta Bhavik Patel
Triveni Banpela**
Shripad Barne
Madan Mohan Reddy Battu**
Gissella Bejarano
Pranav Dhirendra Bhandari
Shweta Prakash Bhargare
Bhavika Manoj Bhanushali
Ashish B. Bhumkar**
Prajakta Bhavik Patel
Triveni Banpela**
Shripad Barne
Madan Mohan Reddy Battu**
Gissella Bejarano
Pranav Dhirendra Bhandari
Shweta Prakash Bhargare
Bhavika Manoj Bhanushali
Ashish B. Bhumkar**
Prajakta Bhavik Patel
Triveni Banpela**
Shripad Barne
Madan Mohan Reddy Battu**
Gissella Bejarano
Pranav Dhirendra Bhandari
Shweta Prakash Bhargare
Bhavika Manoj Bhanushali
Ashish B. Bhumkar**
Prajakta Bhavik Patel
Triveni Banpela**
Shripad Barne
Madan Mohan Reddy Battu**
Gissella Bejarano
Pranav Dhirendra Bhandari
Shweta Prakash Bhargare
Bhavi
CANDIDATES FOR MASTER’S DEGREES

Varun Rajendra Kulkarni
Amar Dharmendra Kumar
Sneha Kumar**
Sreedhar Kumar**
Sanjay Kuthur Ganesh
Divya Ladwa**
Amogh P. Lale*
Dong Hyun Lee*
Balakrishna Lellanpalii
Ling Li**
Qian Li**
Junchen Lu**
Xiao Lu**
Zhenyu Luo**
Gangadhar Maddur Srikantaiah**
Harsha Ramesh Hal Madhwan
Navneet Dalip Kumar Magotra**
Sachin Mahadevaprasad**
Rashmi Prakash Mahadik**
Ankit R. Mahale**
Shreyas Nagaraj Mahanthappa
Rishi Malani**
Aditya Manjrekar
Akshay Vivek Marewar
Suhas Babruvahan Mastud
Kaustubh Jalender Memane
Purva M. Myakal
Tejas D. Nadkarni**
Sukesh Nagaraja**
Pravin Nagare
Sudeep Chandrashekhar Narkar
Gauri Naware
Swathi Nekkalapudi
Omkar Sanjay Nibhande
Viraj Dimple Nimbalkar
Sandesh Ramdas Nimhan
Jyothirmayi Nuti
Jigar Mahesh Panchal
Rahul Pareek
Anuj Jignesh Patel
Vishwas Dinesh Kumar Patel
Rajeshwari Rajkumar Patil
Nandini Patilolla
Jenny C. Pawlak
Pranav Digambar Pitale
Mitil Sanjay Potey
Aniket Rajmane**
Sarang Rajendra Bavheka
Shashank P. Ramgude**
Leela Humsini Ramineni
Rohan Rajesh Rathod
Timothy Michael Redband
Plash Sachdeva
Pankaj Saha*
Satishsha Saha Bhowmick*
Sunil Kumar Sahu
Nimish Shriram Sakalkale
Naveen Sakravapatna
Maheshwarappara
Parshant Sehrawat
Akshay Harish Shah
Jenil Akshay Shah
Niket Kamlesh Shah
Ketan Surendra Shevale
Kushal Sunil Shinde
Sharanaya Shivakumar
Aditya Shukla
Raksha Sindhu
Rahul Singh
Jayanth Sivakumar
Dhilip Kumar Sivaraj
Sweta Vikas Soparkar
Vasanthakumar Soundararajan**
Tyler J. Stachecki**
Shiva Subramanian
Abdurrahman A. Suliman**
Harshitha Rajshree
Sundareswaran
Shi Tang
Rahul Tanniru
Tanmay Tapar
Jayakrishna Tariyopula
Kodin Taylor**
Venkata Siva Abhinay Kumar
Thota**
Shashi Dhar Upadhyay
Abhishek Nirajan Upasani
Pradeep Sai Uppula
Archit Mukund Vaidya
Vidya Sagar Valluri
Naveen Kumar Venkatashwamy
Ritesh Verma
Dhanshree Prakash Waiker
Chengzheng Wang**
Bin Wang
Elliot Eastman Way
John Richard Weachock
Yinong Wu**
Meng Xu
Xiaoyu Yu
Zhaolin Yu**
Blaz Zafar
Kunal Pradeep Zantye
Chen Zheng
Huaxin Zhong
Chao Zhou**

Master of Science in Electrical and Computer Engineering

Joseph Elie Al-Feghali
Hugo Bernal
Jordan Riley Billet
Andrew Ryan Brick
Matthew Farrell Calamari
Jesse Tyler Carnaxide
Edward Joseph Cheswick III
Prateeksha Das
Steven Manuel DelValle
Arfat K. Durrani**
Michael James Holm Enck
Hsiao-Tien Fan
Dallas Andrew Fisher
Mark A. Freithaler
Shaneja Gogineni
Ryan Steven Goldband
Haochen Hu
Pei Huang
Stephen Charles Huerster
David Abraham Indictor
Qi Jia
Bowen Jin
Yogeshwar Reddy Kalluri**
Brian J. Katan**
Daniel Barry Katz
James Anthony Francis Keegan
Tagore Sairam Kodavatikanti
Qingheng Kong**
Anthony Kustas
Ang Li*
Houjun Li
Zhangyu Li
Andrew Lindstrom
Alexander Linkoff
Chang Liu
Junte Liu*
Lauren Ann Maietti
Dylan Thomas Mclaughlin
Deeraj Nagothu**
Thomas James Notchick
Madhu Sudhan Yadav Nuchu**
Rohan Prafulla Pandit
Jay A. Patel*
Yati Ravikumar Patel
Anuj Pradip Patil
Zijing Peng
Minh Tuan Pham
Maxwell Edward John Piciullo
Deeraj Nagothu**
Thomas James Notchick
Madhu Sudhan Yadav Nuchu**
Rohan Prafulla Pandit
Jay A. Patel*
Yati Ravikumar Patel
Anuj Pradip Patil
Zijing Peng
Minh Tuan Pham
Maxwell Edward John Piciullo

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering

Sahithi Sree Gudavalli
Zhenhua Sun
Miao Zhang

Master of Science in Executive Health Systems Manhattan, Industrial and Systems Engineering

Samuel M. Conklin*
Adam S. Farah*
Gale Green*
Daniel A. Jerez*
Donashia Johnson*
Daniel H. Kammerman*
Jennine Lopez*
Nicholas James Shanahan
Jared Allen Snapp
Tremayne Uriel Stewart
Han Sun
Weijun Tan**
Ariel Taveras
Tian Tian**
Alexander Martin Valle
Javon M. Venzen
Haoyu Wang**
Huize Wang
Jesse Dale Webb
Xuejian Wei**
Xin Wen**
Fan Wu
Xian Wu
Dalin Xie**
Cencen Xu
Di Yang
We Yang
Wei Yang
Yang You**
Raman Yu
Yi Zhong**
Xiaoman Zhang
Zhang Yu**
Zhou Xiaozhao**
Xiulin Zhou

Master of Science in Executive Health Systems Manhattan, Systems Science

Jeffery Appesgyei**
Dennis Asante*
Barrington A. Burgess*
Rossy Castello*
Neha Arun Sankpal
Hem Shah
Nicholas James Shanahan
Jared Allen Snapp
Tremayne Uriel Stewart
Han Sun
Weijun Tan**
Ariel Taveras
Tian Tian**
Alexander Martin Valle
Javon M. Venzen
Haoyu Wang**
Huize Wang
Jesse Dale Webb
Xuejian Wei**
Xin Wen**
Fan Wu
Xian Wu
Dalin Xie**
Cencen Xu
Di Yang
Wei Yang
Wei Yang
Yang You**
Raman Yu
Yi Zhong**
Xiaoman Zhang
Zhang Yu**
Zhou Xiaozhao**
Xiulin Zhou

Master of Science in Executive Health Systems Manhattan, Systems Science

Jeffery Appesgyei**
Dennis Asante*
Barrington A. Burgess*
Rossy Castello*
CANDIDATES FOR MASTER'S DEGREES

*Degree awarded summer 2016  |  **Degree awarded fall 2016

Samuel Chin*  
Kimya M. Gittens*  
Kimberly Hom*  
Minjeong Kim*  
Alexandra R. Lubman*  
Soumom M. Manir*  
ADEDOLAPO OGUANYE*  
ENYINDIYA OKAM*  
Sonai Patel*  
Savittere D. Pestano*  
Michael L. Pinnock*  
Danele A. Riddick*  
Dwayne M. Thomas*

**Master of Science in Industrial and Systems Engineering**
Mai M. Abdulla*  
Avinash Krishna Adivishnu**  
Linda S. Adwan  
Yash Agarwal  
Azadeh Akhramirad  
Mohammed A. Al Mashraie*  
Abdulrahman A. Alhaider**  
Samar E. Al-Hibi*  
Ihsan N. Al-Khawaldeh  
Malek Hussein Alrai  
Abdulhameed Ali Abdo Alshaebi  
Abdulrahman Alwuhayb  
Arjun Pradeep Ambadan  
Vrudanti S. Amin**  
Sugadh Nilraj Bakare  
Srila Khishmi Balakrishnan  
Dana K. Bani Hani  
Taniya Benny  
Savan Prabhuhal Bhadra  
Bharat V. Bhatt**  
Zachary F. Blanden**  
Anurag K. Bopchi  
Siddhant Ramesh Burande  
Kunyi Cheng  
Hemanth Krishna Chundi  
Husam R. Dauod**  
Tannmay A. Desai  
Viraj Desai  
Ashley Dsouza  
Varun Chandra Edukuda  
Andrew R. Feigeil*  
Vinay Ashokkumar Gandhi  
Kumar Ashok Ghodchore  
Chandan Gupta  
Deepak Dinesh Gupta  
Saurabh Gupta  
Shreeshas Indurkar  
Pravin Bhimrao Jadhav  
Yichen Jiang  
Pranav Sanjay Joshi  
Young Min Joung  
Komal Madhukar Kambale  
Amro N. Khasawneh*  
Swagat Shrirish Kinikar  
Raja Ram Korrapati*  
Ruchay Jyant Kulkarni  
Ruofei Li  
Cong Liu**  
Yang Liu**  
Nelson Mohammed Gandhi Lnu**  
Meisam Lotfi  
Mahak Mandewala  
Narayan Manickam  
John Robert McDonough  
Mohammdadegh Mikaeili  
Rahul Vilas Morye  
Vignesh Muthuraj Muthukumar  
Nirmat Mahabal Naik  
Leo Noel Rajendran  
Gaurav Rajendra Parashare  
Bharath Paruchuri*  
Gunjan Jayeshbhai Patel  
Shantanu Rajesh Patil  
Tingyu Qiao  
Aaron Jude Rasquinha  
Erika M. Rollins**  
Haya Zeyad Salah  
Neha R. Sawant**  
Prashant K. Sawant**  
Duam M. Serhan**  
Hitul R. Shah  
Vaishal Sanjay Shah  
Namrata Vijay Shetty  
Yu Shu  
Harsh Tusharsh Chudal  
Lei Su**  
Mecheri Silpa Subash  
Manjunath Sundarapandian**  
Jorge L. Then Cuevas*  
Robert Reid Tobias  
Calvin C. Tu*  
Siva Raghava Sai Rohith Valiveti*  
Kothandaraman Varadarajan**  
Poorak Varma**  
Esware Rao Velamkayala  
Nitin Vijay**  
Pratibha Manjunath Wagle  
Anisha Upendra Walwaikar  
Jun Wang  
Lokesh Yadagiri*  
Asahak Ramvir Singh Yadav  
Sandeep Yadlapati**  
Mehmet F. Yildirim**  
Yi Zhang  
Yue Zhang  
Zhenxuan Zhang

**Master of Science in Industrial and Systems Engineering, Health Systems**
Pradeep Bagavan  
Patrick Joseph Carlino  
Asala N. Erekat  
Dhaval J. Khesa  
So Youn Kweon**  
James M. McCarthy**  
Dhrupeshkumar Ashokbhai Patel  
Luz-April Pulgarin**  
Sathyra Kirith Routhu*  
Andrew S. Verardo*  
Marc A. Waldstein**  
Kaixiang Yu**  
Amy Zhao

**Master of Science in Materials Science and Engineering**
Marc Francis Villarojo Hidalgo  
Alexander M. Lambropoulos*  
Yi Liu  
Ziang Pan  
Falguni V. Sood*  
Wai S. Tan*  
Shan Wang*  
Cangsheng Zheng**

**Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering**
Travis Leigh Allen  
Ohood Qasim Alsmairat  
Scott N. Anderson**  
Jung Hoon Baek*  
Torrey M. Barlow**  
Ami Sanat Bhavsar  
Behnam Bozorgmehr*  
Mitchell Chen  
Surya Vamsi Krishna Chivukula**  
Wuxiang Feng  
Liam Patrick Foody  
Christopher Francisco Garcia  
Miles Lincoln Garwood  
Feilin Gou**  
Rudy Kuang  
Jupeng Lai**  
Tyler Jacob Mehlmam  
Rakenth Rajan Menon  
Mark Pallay*  
Utsav Hitesh Patel  
Christian Nicholas Sarro  
Adithya Sarveswaran  
Dania Sharificka  
Joseph Peter Verticchio  
Tyler Douglas Woi  
Quinn Thomas Wengler  
Siu Ka Wong  
Jian Wu**  
Xiao Xiong**

**Master of Science in Systems Science**
Amirhossein Gholami  
Tyler M. Lowell**  
Mark William Sellers  
Andrea M. Smith**  
Daniel Keene Trembley

**Master of Science in Systems Science, Health Systems**
Cristhian A. Gonzalez**

**Master of Engineering in Electrical Engineering**
Sung Heo**

**Master of Engineering in Industrial Engineering**
Bajio Antony  
Rucheng Chen  
Yu-Hsiang Cheng  
Shuqin Zheng**

**Master of Engineering in Mechanical Engineering**
Shumou Cheng
SCHOLARLY SOCIETIES

ALPHA PI MU

Sarah Lam, faculty advisor
Shadi M. AlBool
Malek H. Alra’i
Abdulhameed Ali Abdo Al-Shaebi
Abdulrahman N. Alwuhayb
Arjun Pradeep Ambadan
Bajo Antony
Pradeep Bagavan
Dana K. Bani Hani
Mohammad Bataineh
Patrick J. Carlino
Asala N. Erekat
Vinay A. Gaahdi
Yichen Jiang
Young Min Joung
Komal M. Kambale
Mohammad Sadegh Mikaeili
Nasim Nezamoddini
Mandana Rezaeiahari
Vijay Namrata Shetty
Mecheri Silpa Subash
Pratibba M. Wagle

Savannah J. Dzuba
Meng Guo
Rachel M. Hecky
Pamela R. Kessel
Jung Yeun Kim-Phd
Ariana M. Lavelli
Jennifer J. Lee
Adam B. Lipke
Blake I. Lippman
Ziting Liu
Zachary A. Loeb
Yunqiao Ma
Jonetica M. Manning
Joseph S. McCormick
Zijie Meng
Rita Shah
Jared Sherman
Gabriella E. Swete
Isaac H. Ward
Samanta Weintraub
Elif Yeksel-Zivali
Jiahui Zhang

KAPPA DELTA PI

M. Jacqueline Visser, faculty advisor

Dyana Beretz
Brandon Burg
Jacquelin Carlson
Lesia Danyuk
Kelly Jean Gavin
Victoria Hanczyn
Brianna Infante
Danielle Moraski
Ruby Silverstein
Michelle Thompson
Stephanie Wolff

PI ALPHA ALPHA

Young Min Joung
Komal M. Kambale

Nadia Rubaii, faculty advisor

Mohammadsadegh Mikaeili

Mandeep Bajia

Garbriela Avila
Megan Comstock
Zoraya Cruz-Bonilla
Megan Dold
Nicholas Doran
Lauren Filler
Christopher Graber
Nicole Jordan
Manshui Lam
Taoran Li
Casey Marlow
Leigh McCullen
Jennifer Pincus
Emily Rose
Michael Sullivan

BETA GAMMA SIGMA

George Bobinski, faculty advisor

Scott M. Appelman
Megan R. Batkiewicz
Joseph A. Black
Savannah Brandon
Joshua B. Cadwell
Samantha Cella
Minyoung Cheong

Mohammed Abubakari
Russell Aldave
Stephanie Brewer
Chaojun Li
John Ponstingel
Michelle Ritchie
Emma Sykes
Shane Tripp
Jorge Zambrana
Jiafun Zhu
Qi Zuo

GAMMA THETA UPSILON

Norah Henry, faculty advisor
Lucius Willis, faculty advisor

Mohammed Abubakari
Russell Aldave
Stephanie Brewer
Chaojun Li
John Ponstingel
Michelle Ritchie
Emma Sykes
Shane Tripp
Jorge Zambrana
Jiafun Zhu
Qi Zuo
SIGMA THETA TAU

Frances Srnka-Debnar, faculty advisor
Judith Quaranta, faculty advisor

Amani Abduljabbar
Olushola Ajadi
Amal Alanizi
Fahda Alasraj
Michael Artino
Rachel Ayers
Fatih Bacha
Moon Ju Bae
Naja Barnawi
Dawn Basciani
Lydia Besong
Laura Bess
Haley Birmeyer
Kimberly Bissel
Robert Brown
Cable Stone Kelly
Cassandra Carnevale
Sarah Chambers
Rini Chennattu
Purificacion Cristobal
Lisa Daly
Desiree Darrisaw
Dawn Davies
Cynthia Davis
Karen Degre
Matthew Demtrak
Cynthia DeMuth
Diana DeSso
Kristen Devine
Kathryn DeWitt
Heidi Dieck
Jennifer Duppert
Francisa Lenae Eghuna
Katherine Everett
Mary Farrell
Cayla Fendick
Rachel Fileto
Jeanne Marie Firpo
Nicole Fletcher
Timothy Flurschutz
Robin Fox
Kerry Goessling
Courtney Grier
Benita Harris
Mackenzie Hartmann
Hope Hastings
Donald Hill
Belinda Hollenbeck
Patricia Hunt
Kharen Johnson
Portia Johnson
Robin Johnson
Danielle Kendrick
Karoline Kies
Joine Kittle
Kumba Komba
Kelly Kraus
Jennifer Lake
Carline Lamour Oceean
William Larsen
Marianne Lescord
Barbara Lister
Amelia Lungar
Maria Macapinlac
Sergii Mastrup
Billy Manuel
Elisabeth Marigliano
Veronica Mason
Nicole Matocha
Christopher Matthews
Hallie McCafferty
Natalia McCormick
Rachael McPherson
Jan Mead
Lila Menzi
Heidi Meschter
Kyle Micon
Kelly Miller
Jena Mullenax
Stacy Nelson
Linda Niles
Octavian Obeada
Colette O’Brien
Adenike Okeowo
Maryam Omar
Nicole Osterhout
Lisa Palkert
Lily Parsley
Sharon Pearce
Linda Phan
Jillian Pietruszkiewicz
Kara Pirozzolo
Omaimah Qadhi
Leah Ratchford
Catherine Rewakowski
Sarah Richeda
Kelli Rifenburgh
Kara Roberts
Genevieve Romano Helm
Emily Ross
M. Elizabeth Rowe
Sarah Runyon
Alicia Sagendorf
Nashony Sapleton
Matthew Sargent
Philasasenbury
Jessica Scarfone
Stacy Schoenbach
Julia Schultz
Robert Seeley
Timothy Shady
Neda Shamsalizadeh
Molly Shaughnessey
Christopher Simkins
Thomas Slater
Shannon Stark
Ramsie Stephens
Nikkie Strauf
Cynthia Sullivan
Tiffany Talbut
Denisa Talovic
Oksana Trushyk
Betsy Welch
Donna West
Debra Willsley
Brittany Wilson
Ching Yi Wu
Reham Yasin
Nicole Zhang
Binghamton University opened its doors as Triple Cities College in 1946 to serve the needs of local veterans returning from service in World War II. Originally located in Endicott, five miles west of the present campus, the fledgling school was a branch of Syracuse University. Four years later, when the college was incorporated into the State University of New York, it was renamed Harpur College in honor of Robert Harpur, a Colonial teacher, patriot and pioneer who devoted his later years to settling the area around Binghamton.

Until 1953, Harpur College was one of only two public liberal arts colleges in the state. In 1961, the campus was moved across the Susquehanna River to Vestal. Growing enrollment and a reputation for excellence soon led to the selection of Harpur College as one of four doctorate-granting university centers in the state system. In 1965, the campus was formally designated the State University of New York at Binghamton. Binghamton University was adopted as its informal name in 1992.

Today, Binghamton University is known for the excellence of its students, faculty, staff and programs, and enrolls more than 17,000 students in programs leading to bachelor's, master's and doctoral degrees. More than 13,600 students are undergraduates and more than 3,600 are graduate students. Its curriculum, founded on the liberal arts, has expanded to include selected professional and graduate programs, including the new Doctor of Pharmacy (PharmD) program launching in the fall.

The University offers more than 100 major degree programs across its academic divisions and is recognized as the most selective and prestigious university in the SUNY system. College guides such as the *Fiske Guide to Colleges* have dubbed Binghamton a “premier public university in the Northeast.” Students actively take part in internships, education-abroad programs, honors programs, Division I athletics and many of the 280+ student organizations on campus. They enjoy attractive, comfortable living-and-learning residences, and they give faculty high marks for being approachable and inspirational.

Binghamton’s faculty and students come from more than 100 countries, bringing with them many different cultures and backgrounds and representing a wealth of ideas. It has an excellent research library, outstanding computer facilities, a superb performing arts center, a teaching greenhouse, a 190-acre Nature Preserve, an Events Center and more.

Binghamton is a highly regarded research university, yet, at the same time, is as accessible as a smaller school. Retention is well above national averages, and more undergraduates are admitted into nationally ranked, rigorous graduate programs than is the norm nationally for public research universities.
ACADEMIC REGALIA

The shapes, colors and trim of gowns, hoods and caps indicate the academic degree, the school granting the degree and the subject of study. The higher the degree, the more elaborate the costume. Gowns are distinguished by the shape of the sleeves. Bachelors’ gowns have pointed sleeves, masters’ have sleeves cut square at the back and doctors’ gowns also have velvet facing and three velvet bars on the sleeves that are either black or a color indicating the degree: dark blue for philosophy; light blue for education; golden yellow for science; pink for music; orange for engineering; brown for fine arts; white for arts, letters and humanities; and copper for economics.

Hoods are distinguished by length, lined with the official color(s) of the conferring institution and trimmed with a color indicating the subject in which the degree is granted. Blue and gold, the color of the State University of New York, are in the hoods of all those who will receive a doctorate today, including honorary degree recipients.

The cap or mortarboard is black, with a long tassel that may be black or the color appropriate to the subject. Only doctors’ caps may have a tassel of gold thread. It is customary for graduates to move tassels from right to left after degrees are conferred.
**INTERNATIONAL FLAGS**

Binghamton University attracts students and scholars from across New York state, the country and the world. The international flags that hang in the Events Center during Commencement ceremonies and at other venues on campus during the academic year represent the more than 100 nations our students hail from. Flown since Commencement 1997, these flags are an important visual reminder that Binghamton University's strength lies in its people who represent a great variety of cultures, backgrounds and ideas.

---

**THE UNIVERSITY MACE**

A gift of the Class of 1993, the University mace represents the magisterial authority of the University as an institution of higher learning. Such symbols go far back into antiquity, their use proclaiming the power of the holder. Today, the mace stands for the pre-eminence of the world of knowledge.

Professor John Thomson of the Department of Studio Art undertook the commission by the Class of 1993 for the University mace. Nearly three feet long, it is made of hand-turned, polished walnut. The spherical head has two inset cast-bronze facets in the shape of medallions. One bears the seal of Binghamton University. The other carries a high-relief rendering of Pegasus, the flying horse of Greek mythology, which as a part of the seal symbolizes the University's aspirations for its future.
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GUEST INFORMATION

ACCESSIBILITY SERVICES
If you or someone in your party is in need of accessibility services, visit our table near the entrance of the Events Center.

CAPTIONING
Similar to closed-captioning on television, our ceremonies will be transcribed. Real-time captioning will appear on the two overhead screens above the stage (jumbotron). Captioning will also be available with the online broadcast.

CEREMONY LENGTH
Each ceremony lasts approximately 90 minutes to two hours, depending on the number of graduates in each ceremony.

CONCESSIONS
Concessions are available when doors open and remain open throughout the ceremony. Food items are allowed to be taken to guest seats. Dispose of all trash at the nearest receptacle.

EMERGENCIES
Police and emergency medical staff are on site. An EMS station is located on the concourse level of the Events Center.
If you need assistance, contact the closest usher. (Ushers can be identified by their volunteer name badges.)
In the event of a fire alarm, the building’s emergency horns and strobes will be activated. Guests should carefully exit the building through the nearest exit. Be aware that the closest exit may not be the same doors through which you entered the building. Ushers will assist in the orderly evacuation.

LISTING OF GRADUATES
Inclusion in the program does not constitute evidence of completion of degree or honors requirements. Graduate Students who filed a spring 2017 Graduate Application for Degree with the Graduate School by April 4 are guaranteed to be in the program. Those filed after the deadline may or may not appear, depending on the date of submission.

LOST CHILD
In the event a child has been separated from his or her family, immediately notify the nearest Events Center staff member or police officer who will attend to the child. There is a booth on the main concourse next to the main entrance for Lost Children. Event staff members will be wearing a green polo and a name tag.

GRADUATE PROCESSION
Graduates will process into the event arena in two lines, by degree level and alphabetically by department.

PHONES
Guests are asked to silence cell phones for the duration of the ceremony. Your cooperation is appreciated.

PHOTOGRAPHY
So that all may enjoy the majesty and joy of the occasion, we ask guests to refrain from approaching the stage to take pictures during the ceremony. Photographers from Commencement Photos, Inc. will be photographing our graduates as they cross the stage. For information on how to order prints, visit www.commencementphotos.com.

RESTROOMS
Restrooms are located on the east and west sides of the Events Center concourse.

SEATING
Guests may remain seated during the processional. Stand to sing the national anthem. For purposes of decorum and the safety of all guests, we ask that the aisles remain clear during the ceremony. Guests are asked to remain seated until the platform party, faculty and graduates have recessed. Your cooperation is appreciated.
The concourse level is reserved for handicapped-accessible seating. The stage is reserved for the platform party, senior administrators and faculty.

SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETERS
Sign language interpreters will be visible on the west side of the stage. For best viewing of the interpreters, sit in section 101.

SOCIAL MEDIA
For pictures and ceremony information, follow Binghamton University on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and Snapchat.
### REGALIA HOOD COLORS

#### GRADUATE CEREMONY

**Doctoral Degrees**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dark Blue</th>
<th>(PHD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apricot</td>
<td>(DNP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Blue</td>
<td>(EDD)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Master's Degrees**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drab</th>
<th>(Business, Accounting, Mgmt.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>(Arts and Humanities)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>(Engineering)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### CCPA/GSE CEREMONY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Light Blue</th>
<th>(Education)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
<td>(Public Administration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citron</td>
<td>(Social Work)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### DECKER SCHOOL CEREMONY

| Apricot         | (Nursing)                    |
ALMA MATER

IN THE ROLLING HILLS OF BINGHAMTON

Words by Xin Engel, music by David Engel ’86, arrangement by Daniel Fabricius

In the rolling hills of Binghamton
’Neath everchanging skies
Where two gently flowing rivers meet,
We form our cherished ties.

Together we spend these years,
United in our aim.
Through our bold pursuit of excellence,
We proudly bear your name.

Chorus:
O Binghamton, we carry thee
With us for all our time
And through us individually
Forever may you shine.